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What are the pendants for and what do they do? Here are Diana's words:
“The symbol is very powerful. It is ancient and it is the symbol of pure love. And it brings
the heart [green], and the communication centre [blue] together. And when those two
are working together all things, and I mean all things are possible."



"The design of the ancient symbol is very important. It was used by the Essenes for
most of their work."
"When people just look at this symbol they will feel a change in their energies. They
will feel an opening of the heart chakra. We want people to see this logo, feel the love
that comes from it, meditate on it, hold it to the heart, put it in their hands because it
has great power. Everybody that wears it or comes into contact with it will feel that
energy. The more they use it, the more the power will be enhanced.”

Testimonials:
"The symbol calms the inner storm, and works to bring you what you are willing to
allow.." John Barber, Energy Healer.
"I had put my pendant on and forgot about it; but then shortly after I felt intense energy
in the heart centre. When I was having healing from Anne for hip pain, I placed the
pendant on the hip, then immediately felt the pain move around and then out!" Clare,
Manager.
"I regularly send healing out to others. When I did it for the first time wearing my
pendant, I felt at peace, and a feeling of total love so beautiful it moved me to tears." A.J.,
Healer.
"The Diana pendant, I feel, is a truly transformative gift, a tool of love if you will, for us all
as we move through these challenging yet very exciting times. My sense is that it works
with each individual personally across a very wide bandwidth of energies helping
transmute and heal that in them which is no longer in accordance with their highest good.
I really love mine & thank you so much for bringing it through for us." Mark Foster,
Energy Consultant
Here are a number of observations and findings from Penny Pullen in February 2013 who is
a pendulum dowser, health researcher and truth activist:
“The symbol is extremely powerful as not only is it able to protect the wearer from
harmful electro-magnetic frequencies, but also psychic attack. The body seems to become
balanced and is able to de-tox aluminium which is a big health hazard from chem. trails.
The frequency the symbol generates will also disable nano micro-chips which many people
carry in their bodies, without their knowledge. Thankfully, the symbol will be able to
repair the damage to DNA strands that these micro-chips cause. The ability of the symbol
to increase the energetic frequency of the human heart chakra must not be
underestimated.”

“Terry my husband [who has experienced 22 years of really poor health] has been
wearing his pendant for only 3 days and the improvement in his whole body and mind is
astonishing. My dowsing for his level of self-love, which for years has been running on
zero, has come up to 40% and the effect it has him is a joy to behold. Eureka!! Since his
head injury in 2010 and stroke in 2011, we have struggled and that includes me too [see
below]”
“I gave the pendant to a friend who had been micro-chipped when she had a steroid
injection a few months ago, and within a few hours the chips seem to be dis-abled. This is
excellent news as she is a dear soul and used to be a midwife and nurse, so is reluctant to
believe anything amiss re. the NHS.”
“The power of the Diana Symbol seems to radiate out to a distance of 9 yards. (9 times 3 =
27 feet which add up to the number 9 and this is the number of completion.) Other humans
or animals within that area will also be helped – even if they have no knowledge or belief
in the Symbol.”
“PS Nearly forgot to report on Terry's progress. He has had his pendant for about 5 days
now and his level of depression has also decreased from 60 to 10... This is super news....
Also, his heart chakra now resonates on a level of 50, when it was zero!! I know what it is
like to live with someone who is suicidal and it is wonderful to be able at last to plan for
the future.... He actually wants to come with me to the hospital when I have a appointment
at ophthalmology and it means we leave the house at 8 am, which is unheard of! Usually,
his energy levels are so low that he heaves himself out of bed at around 10 - 10 30 am and
I have not been able to plan the day till I know what state he is in.
He has been up at 9 and 9.30 am and is reading in bed and downstairs now - which he
hasn't done since his stroke. (June 2011) Our friends have noticed that he is so much better
as he laughs and makes jokes... Wow!!”


And to close.

Here I am with a mole over my right eye. I’ve had it for longer than I can remember. Look at
pictures of me post February 2013, I touched the mole with a healing intention with the
pendant, and after 2 weeks it had become loose and fallen out.

None of this is ‘scientific’, nor have we done double-blind trials, or paid researchers to
come up with answers favourable to our cause. So, we offer no guarantees. However, we
can put you in touch with those mentioned on this page.
All pendants are hand-made from 3 layers of fused glass, and with careful handling will last
a lifetime. Prices start at £19.99 and go up to £44.99 [including chain]. £5 discount per item
sold at workshops.
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